Whole Home Audio

Product Portfolio

Serious About Music.

From the artist…to the instruments…to the amplifiers…to multi-room
distribution…to full control throughout the home. NuVo’s whole home audio
has evolved from a musical lineage of superbly manufactured products.
You can trust that the company that knows how to produce music is the
company that knows how to deliver it. At NuVo, with a staff of performing
artists and a history of instrument manufacturing, you could say we have
a personal passion for music.

Brian Dotson, Senior Design Engineer

Today, with a team of audiophilic engineers and artists who are experts in producing and amplifying music, we use incredible
sensitivity to sound to distribute audio in the home without losing its feeling. We are dedicated to bringing you the highest
quality sound from the most cutting-edge technologies, all because we love music.

Kilowatt, Senior Technical Support Representative

Keith Wahnsiedler, Software/Firmware Engineer

Whole Home Audio

About Us

Our critical ear and love for music have been cultivated by three generations and nearly 90 years of audio enthusiasts. In 2002,
Hanser Music Group (www.hansermusicgroup.com), the manufacturer of premium musical brands including B.C. Rich guitars,
Kustom Amplification and Traben Bass, dedicated the NuVo staff to advancing the in-home audio experience.

Player Portfolio
Music that fits.

The NuVo Player Portfolio combines the clear, full-bodied audio of a live concert with the
convenience of wired or wireless flexibility, creating an unmatched high-fidelity audio
experience in up to sixteen zones. Fill your entire home, room by room, with the music
you love, through unlimited access to your personal library (Windows or iTunes), as well as
to thousands of Internet Radio stations. Each player conveniently brings together all your
favorite digital content, from online services and personal devices, into a single access point.
Features
• Two flexible options: 40 watt or 120 watt
• Closed loop, Class D digital amplifier for cooler operation and higher power output
• Lossless audio signal path for clear, pristine listening
• Sleek, compact exterior for discreet in-room placement
• aptX Bluetooth for streaming content in high fidelity from your personal devices
• USB and line-in for the addition of your favorite content on the go
Control Options
Andriod App

Apple App

iPad App

A robust, dual band
concurrent Gateway allows
the players to communicate
with one another wirelessly.

Distributed Audio Systems

Professional-grade, three zone amplifiers.

A unique single rack design for the tidy confines of the equipment rack, these three-in-one
professional series units cover three zones with the same great capabilities of the other NuVo
players, and what’s more, are compatible with the players to create the ideal system for any
space in the home.
Features
• Two flexible options: 3 zone x 40 watt or 3 zone x 200 watt
• Closed loop, Class D digital amplifier for cooler operation and higher power output
• Lossless audio signal path for clear, pristine listening
• Compact single rack unit design
• USB and line-in per zone for the addition of your favorite content on the go
• Switchable line-in/out per zone, great for adding power to open spaces

Streaming services subject to geographic availability.

Concerto®

Six sound sources. Eight listening zones.

Concerto by NuVo is a masterpiece in whole home audio. This elegant, intelligent system
brings together the industry’s most innovative technologies in customization, top-of-the-line
features, and incredible precision and performance for a truly powerful system that rocks.
Features
• 80 watts of power per zone (1-6) to create an impeccably crisp, clean sound
experience at any music level
• Class D digital amplifier for cooler operation and higher power output
• RS-232 serial port for home automation integration
• Flexible setup options including Source Grouping, Security, Volume Reset,
Party Mode, Sleep Timer, and more
• Built-in infrared receiver for wireless control
• Fixed and variable line outputs on all 8 zones
Control Options
NV-CTP36-V2

NV-WCP

Music Port App*

NV-I8GCP

NV-E6GCP

Distributed Audio Systems

Essentia®

Six sound sources. Six listening zones.

Affordability meets sophistication with Essentia by NuVo. Essentia features energy efficiency
packaged with intuitive Control Pads with complete display feedback and 40 watts of high
fidelity digital amplification to each of six different zones of the home.
Features
• 40 watts of power per zone for high-quality sound
• Offers superior power efficiency utilizing less than 1 watt of power in standby mode
• Class D digital amplifier for cooler operation and higher power output
• RS-232 serial port for home automation integration
• Flexible setup options including Source Grouping, Security, Volume Reset, Party Mode,
Sleep Timer, and more
• Built-in infrared receiver for wireless control
• Fixed and variable line outputs on zones 1 and 2
Control Options
NV-CTP36-V2

NV-WCP

Music Port App*

NV-I8GCP

* Music Port App requires use of the Music Port (MPS4) or Music Port Elite (MPS4-E).

NV-E6GCP

Simplese®

Four sound sources. Four listening zones.

NuVo makes startlingly clear, multi-source home audio accessible to more people than ever
with Simplese, our easiest and most affordable system yet.
Features
30 watts of power per zone for high-quality sound
• 56 KHz and 38 KHz IR outputs for better compatibility with more source equipment
• Class D digital amplifier for cooler operation and higher power output
• RS-232 serial port for easy integration with home automation systems
• Learning Remote for control of up to six additional devices
• Unique Allport® single connection wiring system for simple installation with fewer wires
•

Control Options
NV-A4DKP

Distributed Audio Systems

Renovia®

Music should be heard, not seen.

Renovia whole home audio uses the existing electrical wiring in your home to send high fidelity
audio to up to 8 rooms. That means installation is uncomplicated, and great sound is the only
evidence that Renovia is even there. Renovia fits the unique environment of your home.
Features
• Whole home audio in up to 8 different rooms
• Reliable retrofit solution using Homeplug 1.0
• Fast and easy installation with no home run wiring
• Wide range of control options
• 50 watts of power per zone through use of unobtrusive
in-wall or desktop zone amplifiers
• Two AM/FM SIRIUS-Ready tuners built-in
• Six audio source outputs

Freestanding zone amplifier
simply plugs into any outlet.
No electrician required.

Control Options
NV-CTP36-V2

NV-WCP

Music Port App*

NV-I8GCP

NV-E6GCP

In-wall zone amplifier
installs discreetly adjacent
to an electrical outlet.

* Music Port App requires use of the Music Port (MPS4) or Music Port Elite (MPS4-E).

Digital Amplifiers

•
•
•
•
•
•

Powerful 2x120 watt (D2120) or 4x60 watt (D460) Class D digital amplifiers
Designed for maximum efficiency
ENERGY STAR qualified for utilizing less than 1 watt of power in standby mode
More installation versatility
Selectable ohm ratings 4-8 ohm stable
Light-weight and slim single rack design

Amplifiers

Amplifiers

Local Source Amplifiers
The 40 watt stereo Local Source Amplifier from NuVo amplifies any local audio source through
the zone’s speakers. Designed to fit into a standard decora single gang box, the discreet Local
Source Amplifier provides an added boost in audio for a variety of inputs and uses. The Power
Distribution Hub powers up to four individual local source amplifiers from one, central power
source. Compatible with the Simplese, Essentia, Concerto and Renovia systems.

In-Wall Amplifier
This 40 watt in-wall amplifier is the perfect solution for classrooms and light commercial
applications, with its simple-to-use, portable IR controller, both rear and front inputs
for easy source flexibility, and compact on-wall speakers. And ENERGY STAR qualified,
the In-wall Amplifier also operates with incredible efficiency.

Music Port®

Whatever source you want it to be.

Today, your music is everywhere – iTunes on the desktop, Windows Media Player on your laptop,
and all day long you stream Internet Radio from Pandora, TuneIn, SiriusXM and others. Now
you can make all these digital libraries available to your whole home audio system, and easily
manage them through a single component, with the NuVo Music Port or Music Port Elite. From
any Control Pad in your home, select music from any of your networked digital libraries.
It’s basically whatever source you want it to be. What could be more flexible?
Features
Music Port®
4 Sources
• Internet Radio
• NuVoNet Smart
• Auto Sync
• Cloud Sync
• Internal storage†
•

Music Port® Elite
Offers all Music Port Features, plus:
• Network Storage
• IP Control*

† NuVo recommends use of MPS4 with libraries of less than 30,000 song files to insure optimum performance
* Crestron, AMX, URC Control compatibility

Source Equipment

Control Options
Laptop
Internet

Desktop PC

Streaming services subject to geographic availability.

Music Port® or Music Port Elite®

T2 Tuner

With reception this remarkable, the T2 Tuner from NuVo just may be the closest we’ve come
to music from the heavens for an earthbound audience. It offers dual AM/FM tuners built-in
for the best terrestrial signal in a versatile, energy efficient tuner. Compatible with the Essentia,
Concerto and Renovia systems.
Features
• Advanced, state-of-the-art tuners for better, clearer reception
• Offers superior power efficiency utilizing less than 1 watt of power in standby mode
• Customizable station preset banks
• Radio Data Service (RDS) display information
• Direct infrared input, eliminating the need for IR emitters

Source Equipment

NuVoDocks for iPod

Now you can maximize your personal player capabilities, utilizing your Whole Home Audio
system, from anywhere in your home. Just dock your iPod® and enjoy full control and
navigation from any Control Pad throughout the house while it’s charging. Compatible
with the Essentia, Concerto and Renovia systems.
Features
• Three unique versions:
• Remote – single CAT5 run for audio, power and data
• Renovia – single 9 pin mini-din connection to Renovia Hub
• Wall Mount – single CAT5 run for audio, power and data
• iPod® Fast Charging station
• NuVoNet smart source communication for complete control and navigation,
browsing by playlist, track, artist, album, genre, or favorites

“Made for iPod” means that an electronic accessory has been designed to connect specifically to iPod and has been certified by the developer
to meet Apple performance standards. Apple is not responsible for the operation of this device or its compliance with safety and regulatory
standards. iPod is a trademark of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries.

Control Options

Player App NuVo’s Player app affords you
full control of your entire Player Portfolio system.
Just pull out your device, download the free app
from Android’s Play Store or Apple’s App Store,
and immediately connect with your system,
complete with all of your music. It’s easy, it’s
intuitive, and it makes listening to music more
fun than ever before. Compatible with the NuVo
Player Portfolio.

Control Options

CTP36-V2 The Color Touch Pad provides the
most full-system control from an easy-to-navigate
touch screen. With a 3.6 inch color LCD screen
and source specific control options, it’s easy to
navigate your integrated audio library, view
album art and approve the latest Pandora track.
And with zone roaming you can manage your
entire house of music from one control location.
Compatible with the Essentia, Concerto and
Renovia systems.

WCP The Wireless Control Pad puts control in the
palm of your hand. Just add a Wireless Control
Pad to your system for zone-to-zone RF control.
The OLED screen lets the user navigate their
music sources and control their entire system
with full NuVoNet source metadata—for greater
listening power than ever before. Compatible
with Essentia, Concerto and Renovia systems.

Music Port App

The NuVo app for mobile
touch devices brings convenient zone-to-zone
control of a system right to the Apple and
Android products you already use and love.
Navigate an entire library with ease, while
enjoying full-color album art and customized
Internet Radio. Compatible with NuVo systems
which include the Music Port or Music Port Elite.

Control Options

I8GCP The dual gang 2.7 inch OLED screen is
our most popular and elegant display, providing
a slick smooth capacitive touch surface, a wide
viewing angle, visibility in almost any light, and
up to 8 lines of text with full metadata feedback.
Compatible with the Essentia, Concerto and
Renovia systems.

Control Options

E6GCP

A single gang full control option with
a 1.0 inch OLED display is simple and clean, while
providing full metadata feedback in 4 lines of text.
Compatible with the Essentia, Concerto and
Renovia systems.

A4DKP A single gang, simple approach to control
for home audio, the backlit A4D keypad provides
basic control for source selection, volume, party
mode, treble and bass control in an easy-to-use
form factor with interchangeable buttons.
Compatible with the Simplese.

LRC1 With over one thousand pre-programmed
source codes, NuVo’s Learning Remote Control
(NV-LRC1) is capable of controlling your NuVo
whole home audio system and up to six
additional devices.

Speakers

AccentPLUS®2 NuVo’s AccentPLUS2 premium
in-wall and in-ceiling speakers were tailor-made
for our powerful Concerto System. AccentPLUS2
delivers connoisseur-level sound with deep,
rich bass response and flawless performance.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Durable butyl rubber surround
Dupont™ Kevlar® driver
30º pivoting titanium tweeter
Enhanced 12 dB crossover
Anti-debris basket
Low-profile design with aluminum grill

Speakers

AccentPLUS®1 NuVo’s AccentPLUS1 in-wall
and in-ceiling speakers fill every room of your
home with impressively full, impeccably clean
sound for an audio experience that is never
compromised.

In-Wall Stereo Speaker NuVo’s 7” Single
Point In-Wall Stereo Speaker is optimized
to produce a stereo image for rich, evenlydistributed sound, all from a single component
that fits neatly within a single stud bay.

•
•
•
•
•
•

• Delivers consistent sound field throughout
the listening environment
• Computer-optimized three-way crossover design
• Acoustic fourth-order rolloff slopes on all drivers
minimizes interaction between speakers
• Three-way system with two 2.5” midranges,
two .75” inverted-dome tweeters and a 7” woofer
• Paint friendly, microperf magnetic grill

Durable butyl rubber surround
Polypropylene driver
30º pivoting silk-domed tweeter
12 dB crossover
Anti-debris basket
Low-profile design with aluminum grill

AccentPLUS® Outdoor NuVo’s premium
outdoor speakers are built in acoustically flawless,
weather-resistant enclosures to create the same
clean sound beyond walls.
• Mineral-filled, acoustically inert polyethylene 		
cabinets
• Inner honeycomb array for increased rigidity
• Bituminous acoustic-dampening material
inner lining
• Steel U-bracket for wall mounting and a screw-on
mounting foot for flat surfaces
• Available in black and white 6.5 inch AccentPLUS1
and AccentPLUS2 series
• Also available, AccentPLUS1 Rock Speakers
in granite and sandstone contoured rock finish

Accessories

Local Source Interrupt The Local
Source Interrupt provides local zone
flexibility to utilize your zone speakers
for an externally amplified audio source
such as your home theatre. A single
trigger from the NuVo system allows the
local audio to come alive in the zone.
Compatible with the Simplese, Essentia,
Concerto and Renovia systems.

Mute Interface

The Mute Interface
automatically mutes the NuVo system
for a doorbell chime or a phone ring.
Compatible with the Simplese, Essentia,
Concerto and Renovia systems.

Accessories

2

3

4
5

Metallic Trim Plates 5 stylish
metallic plates will add the finishing
touch to make the I8GCP Control
Pad part of the home decor: (1) Satin
Chrome, (2) Gloss White, (3) Gloss Black,
(4) Polished Chrome & (5) Satin Nickel.

Allport Tester Troubleshoot the
inevitable with the CAT5 and Allport
tester that detects and pinpoints the
location of errors.

Learning Station The Learning
Station provides an easy one-step
system for learning, testing, and
loading IR codes into the NuVo
Configurator software. Compatible
with the Essentia, Concerto and
Renovia systems.

Demo Display

The Control Pad
Mini Display gives you the powerful
hands-on experience of the I8G
and E6G Control Pads.

www.legrand.us/nuvo

3015 Kustom Drive, Hebron, KY 41048

1.800.223.4162
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